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Polymorphic Type Inference and Containment 

JOHN C. MITCHELL 

AT & T Bell Laboratories, 
Murray Hill, Nenl Jersqy 07974 

Type expressions may be used to describe the functional behavior of untyped 
lambda terms. We present a general semantics of polymorphic type expressions 
over models of untyped lambda calculus and give complete rules for inferring types 
for terms. Some simplified typing theories are studied in more detail, and contain- 
ments between types are investigated. ri-1 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of type expressions to describe the functional behavior of 
untyped lambda terms originated with Curry’s theory of functionality 
(Barendregt, Coppo, and Dezani, 1983; Curry and Feys, 1958, Hindley, 
1969, 1983a, 1983b). Curry’s original theory uses types like t + t, the type 
of terms which map elements of t to elements of t. This paper is concerned 
with an extension to Curry’s functionality theory, using additional type 
expressions like Vt . t + t with universal quantifiers (Leivant, 1983; 
MacQueen and Sethi, 1982; MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986). 
Intuitively, the type Vt . t -+ t describes terms which, for all types t, map t 
to t. We will develop a general semantics of quantified types and present 
complete inference rules for deducing types of terms. In addition, “pure” 
typing theories and containments between types will be investigated. 

When deriving types for terms, we may use assumptions about the types 
of other terms and equations between terms. For example, if we assume 
that M has type G + t (i.e., A4 behaves like a function from r~ to r) and N 
has type rr, then the result MN of applying M to N will have type t. 
Similarly, if we assume that M= N and M has type O, then we may con- 
clude that N has type 6. The completeness theorems in Section 4 show that 
the inference rules are sound and complete for deducing the semantic con- 
sequences of any set of assumptions about the types of terms and any set of 
equations between terms. Assumptions about the types of terms would be 
useful if we wanted to assume that the “fixed-point” operator Y had 
type Vt (t -+ t) + t, for example. Equations between terms would help in 
studying the typing theories of various lambda models. However, we will 
not explore either of these directions in this paper. 
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One interesting set of typings consists of those that are provable using 
only a-equivalence of terms (renaming of bound variables) and no 
assumptions about the types of terms. This “pure” typing theory is related 
to the syntax of second-order lambda calculus (Girard, 1972; Reynolds, 
1974): a term M has type (T in the pure theory iff there is an essentially 
similar typed term N of the second-order lambda calculus with the same 
type 0‘. When nontrivial equations between terms are involved in typing, it 
is easy to show that the set of provable typings is undecidable. However, it 
is not known whether the pure typing theory is decidable. There is practical 
motivation for finding an efficient decision procedure for this theory, or 
some reasonable fragment, since it would be useful to enhance the ML type 
checker with second-order typings [see (Gordon et al. 1979; Leivant, 1983, 
McCracken, 1984; Milner, 1978)]. 

Curry typing has a decision procedure based on principal types (Hindley, 
1969; Damas and Milner, 1982). The principal Curry typing for a term M 
has the property that every other Curry typing for M may be derived by 
substitution. Since every Curry-typable term has a principal typing, a term 
can be typed by finding principal typings for subterms. With type quan- 
tifiers, we do not know how to describe the set of types of an arbitrary 
term M. One approach to this problem is to examine the containment 
relation on types. We will think of types as sets of terms (or meanings of 
terms) and write Q c r if the set r~ is contained in the set r. Since 0 ET 
implies that every term with type u will also have type z, containments give 
us some insight into the set of types associated with a term M. We will 
study the containments that hold in all semantic models using a pure type 
assignment system based on containment, Although we obtain a bound on 
the length of typing proofs, containments do not seem to provide a 
straightforward characterization of all possible typings. 

In the general study of type inference, we will make very few assumptions 
about the meaning of -+. A more specialized interpretation of + will be 
studied in Sections 4.2 and 6. In simple infeence models, the type construc- 
tor + is interpreted as the set of all elements that map c into r [cf. (Baren- 
dregt, Coppo, and Dezani, 1983; Hindley, 1983a)]. Simple inference 
models have much richer containment theories than arbitrary models, and 
containments in simple models seem to provide more useful information 
about alternate typings of terms. We characterized the containments that 
are valid in all simple inference models using inference rules and, alter- 
natively, using terms of second-order lambda calculus. In addition, we 
show that certain terms have minimal typings over all simple inference 
models. 
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2. LAMBDA CALCULUS AND TYPING 

2.1. Untjlped Lambda Terms 

The terms of untyped lambda calculus are defined by 

M::=x(MN(I.u~M. 

We always consider lambda terms modulo m-conversion 

~x~M=Ay~[y/x]M, if 4’ is not free in M (a) 

so that we can rename bound variables. Some additional axioms are 

(Ax. M) N= [N/x] M, (8) 

lx . Mx = M, if x is not free in M, (rl) 

where substitution [N/x] M of N for x in A4 is defined with renaming of 
bound variables of M to avoid capture, as usual. We may also use (p) and 
(r]) as directed rewrite rules, replacing subterms that match the left-hand 
sides of either equaton with the corresponding right-hand sides. These 
rewrite operations are p-reduction and q-reduction. See (Barendreg, 1984) 
for more information. 

A lambda theory is a set of equations which contains all instances of (a 
and (/?), and is closed under the inference rules below, 

M=N 
N=M 

(vm 

M=N,N=P 
M=P 

(trans 

M=N,P=Q 

MP=NQ (cow 

M=N I “\ 

‘) 

Ax.M=l.x.N’ (5J 

A theory is extensional if it also contains all instances of (v]). A set of 
equations is a congruence if it contains M = M for every term M, all instan- 
ces of (a), and is closed under inference rules (sym), (trans), (tong), and 
(4). Thus any congruence containing all instances of (fl) is a lambda 
theory. 

2.2. i’)pe E.xpressions 

Type expressions are built from type variables and constants using the 
connective + and the binding operator V. These are the type expressions of 
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second-order lambda calculus (Girard, 1972; Reynolds, 1974). We adopt 
the notational conventions that 

r, s, t, . . . denote type variables 

p, 0, Tr ,.. denote type expressions. 

The set of type expressions is defined by the grammar 

5::=tla+--*l vt.a. 

We identify type expressions that differ only in the names of bound 
variables. Thus, assuming s is not free in g, we have Vt . o = Vs. [s/t] cr, 
where [s/t] [T is the result of substituting s for free occurrences of t in C. 
The only equations between type expressions that we will consider are 
equations that result from renaming bound type variables. In the ter- 
minology of (Bruce, Meyer, and Mitchell, 1987) we only allow normal 
form type expressions. 

2.3. Typing Rules 

A basic typing statement is an expression M: C, where M is a lambda 
term and ~7 is a type expression. The basic typing statement M: CJ may be 
read “the term M has type a.” Since the type of a term depends on the 
types of its free variables, we will work with typing statements that incor- 
porate an association between types and variables. A type assignment A is a 
finite set of basic typing statements of the form X: c with no variable x 
appearing twice in A. We will write A, x: CJ for the type assignment 

A,x:a=Au{x:o}, 

where in writing this we always assume that x does not occur in A. It is 
also sometimes convenient to write A(x) for the type o such that x: r~ E A, if 
there is one. A typing statement is an expression A =) M: O. The only axiom 
for typing statements is 

(x: a} 3 x: a. (var) 

The inference rules for functional and polymorphic types are 

A,x:o~M:s 
AIIx.M:a-+t 

(-+I) 

AxM:a+r, AIN:a 
AIMN:T 

(-+E) 
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AxM:a 

A~M:‘d’t.a’ 
t not free in A 

A IJ M: Vt. 0 

AxM: [~/t] o’ 

We also have a rule for adding typing hypotheses 

(VI 1 

WE) 

AIM:T 

A,x:ci~M:t’ 
x does not occur in A, (add hyp) 

a type equality inference rule 

AxM:a,a=z 

AxM:T (type eq) 

so that we can rename bound variables in the types of terms, and a rule for 
giving equal terms the same types, 

AxM:a,M=N 

AxN:o . 
(term eq) 

An implicit parameter of the infeence system is the relation = on terms. 
We will always assume that = includes a-equivalence, but not always (/I) 
or (rl). 

We will see that when term equality is closed under (p), the above rules 
are complete for inferring the typing statements that are valid in all models. 
However, two additional rules are needed to capture semantic implication 
of sets of typing statements. One is a rule allowing redundant typings to be 
removed from a type assignment, and the other is a substitution rule. For 
reasons that will be explained later on, we will often assume that all types 
are nonempiy. Without empty types, the rule 

A,x:oxM:z 

A1M:s ’ 
x not free in M (remove hyp) 

is sound, since the value of a variable x not free in M does not affect the 
meaning of M. (With empty types, the rule is unsound, since the 
implication A, x: CJ 3 M: r will hold vacuously if CT is empty, while the 
typing statement A 3 M: z may fail.) 

A few preliminary definitions make the substitution rule easier to write 
down. If B is a type asignment 

B= {x1: CT,, . . . . xk: ok} 
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and S is a substitution of terms for ordinary variables and type expressions 
for type variables, then we write SB for the set of typing statements 

SB = (SK, : So,, . . . . Sx,: SO,} 

and use A 3 SB as an abbreviation for the list of typing statements 

A 3 sx, : Sa, ) . ..) A 3 sx,: So,. 

Note that if S substitutes an ordinary variable for each x in B, then SB will 
be a well-formed type assignment. The substitution rule for typing is 

AxSB, B1M:a 
AISM:SCJ ’ 

(subst ) 

If A 2 M: o is derivable from a set 9 of typing assumptions B 1 N: t and 
set & of equations N = P between lambda terms, we write 9, 6 t-A 3 
M: 0. It is worth pointing out that although we will not consider proofs 
from sets of equations between types, there is no loss of generality in not 
doing so. Specifically, instead of assuming cr = r, we may assume that 
(.Y: cr} XX: r and {x: r} 3 x: CJ. This has essentially the same effect since 
rule (subst) may be used to derive A I> M: T from A 2 M: G and {x: O} 3 
x: T, and conversely. 

There are a number of admissible and derived typing rules. A 
straightforward induction on derivations shows that if we have no typing 
assumptions, then the set of typings provable from any set of equations 
between terms is closed under rules (remove hyp) and (subst). 

LEMMA 1. Suppose d t A 2 M: CJ. Then there is a proof of A 1 M: (T 
from d that does not use rule (remove hyp) or (subst). 

Consequently, when we study pure typing (without “nonlogical” typing 
hypotheses), we will assume that typings are proved without these two 
rules. A useful special case of (subst) is when the substitution S is the 
identity substitution. In this case, the rule states that from 

Bzx,:a,, . . . . B~x,.a~, and {x,:0 ,,..., x,:a,}xM:o 

we may conclude B 3 M: cr. Another derived rule, involving (add hyp) and 
(remove hyp) is 

AxM:a 
BxM: a’ 

provided A 1 M c B ( M, (fv) 

where A 1 M is the set {x: IJ E A 1 x E IV(M)} of typing statements from A 
about free variables of M. The following lemma is proved using lambda 
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abstraction or (V I), followed by application or (V E), to effect substitution 
of terms or types. 

LEMMA 2. Let S he a substitution of type expressions for type variables 
and ordinary variables for ordinary variables. Then from A 1 M: u we can 
prove SA 3 SM: So. 

Using induction on derivations, we may also prove 

LEMMA 3. If Bt-A,x:o~M:z and &E--AzN:o, then &+A=, 
[N/x] M: z. 

If d is a congruence relation, and no typing statements are taken as 
assumptions, then it suffices to use rule (term eq) only once. 

LEMMA 4 (Equality Postponement). Suppose the set &’ of equations is a 
congruence. If d F- A 1 M: C, then there is some N such that t-A 1 N: g and 
M=NE&. 

Lemma 4 is essentially the equality postponement theorem of (Curry and 
Feys, 1958) reformulated for the present set of typing rules [see also 
(Hindley, 1983a )I. 

3. SEMANTICS OF TYPE INFERENCE 

3.1. Lambda Models 

Typing statements may be interpreted semantically using a model for 
untyped lambda terms, an “abstract” interpretation for type expressions, 
and a mapping subset which assigns a subset of the lambda model to each 
type. Lambda models are reviewed briefly before discussing the inter- 
pretation of types. 

A lambda model (D, l , E) consists of a set D together with binary 
operation l and element E of D such that 

(E-d)*e=d-e, 

Ve(dl*e=dz l e) implies E l d, = E l dzr 

E’ &=E. 

Furthermore, D must contain elements K and S with simple algebraic 
properties 

(K*x)*y=x 

((S l x) l y) l z = (x l z) l (y l z ) .  
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This is the combinatory model definition of (Meyer, 1982); see also (Baren- 
dregt, 1984). It is customary to drop l and to omit parentheses when 
applications associate to the left. Thus we often write Kxy for (K l x) l y. 

Given a lambda model (D, 0, E ) and environment 11 mapping variables 
to elements of D, the meaning of a lambda term M is defined inductively 
by 

Ixli r = v(x) 

[r;lx.Aq Y]=&*d, where d*e=[[mq[e/x]alle~D. 

The existence of K and S ensure that there always exists a d as required in 
the definition of [Lx. &fj. The function E makes the meaning of Lx. A4 
independent of the specific choice of d. Again, the reader is referred to 
(Barendregt, 1984; Meyer, 1982) for more information. 

One important model is the term model. Given any lambda theory Th, 
we let [MIT,, be the set of terms N with M= NE Th. Then term model 
CD, l , E) for Th has equivalence classes of terms as elements, 

D = { [MIT,, 1 A4 an untyped term}. 

We generally omit the subscript Th when no confusion is likely to occur. 
Application, 0, in term models is defined by 

CW l CNI = CMNI 

and the choice element E defined by 

&= [nx.Q.xy-J. 

See (Barendregt, 1984; Meyer, 1982) for properties of term models. 

3.2. Which Sets Are Types? 

In studies of type inference without quantifiers, e.g. (Barendregt, Coppo, 
and Dezani, 1983; Hindley, 1983a, 1983b; Milner, 1978; Mitchell, 1984), we 
may interpret types as arbitrary subsets of lambda models. In this 
approach, the meaning of a type expression depends on an environment 
mapping type variables to arbitrary subsets and an interpretation of --+ as 
an operation on sets. Two reasonable interpretations for + are 

A-B= {dEDld- AcB} (simple) 

A+B={dEDId*AcB)nF, F) 

where d l A is short-hand for the set {d l e 1 e E A ) and 5 is the range of a.’ 

’ The significance of F is that every “nary function from D to D that is represented by 
some element of D (by left application) has a unique representative in 9. See (Hindley, 
1983a) for futher discussion. 
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While there is some appeal to considering every subset a type, this raises 
some difficulties when quantifiers are involved. 

Intuitively, the typing statement M: Vt. CJ means that for all possible 
values of the type variable t, we have M: 0. Therefore, it makes sense to 
define the meaning of Vt . CJ by intersection. If all sets are considered types, 
then we are led to the naive definition 

(naive) 

However, there are some significant problems with this. Using (naive), the 
meaning of Vt. t is the empty set in every model. This makes any typing 
statement of the form A, x: Vt . t 3 M: c vacuously valid, since the 
assignment A, x: V’t t is unsatisfiable. Specifically, no model and environ- 
ment ye can satisfy x: Vt . t since [Vt . t] CnaiveJ is always empty. While it is 
resonable for Vt t to be empty in some models, we would prefer not to rule 
out interpretations in which V’t . t is nonempty. 

One relatively natural semantics of type inference which makes Vt . t non- 
empty is developed in (MacQueen and Sethi, 1982; MacQueen, Plotkin, 
and Sethi, 1986). If we restrict our attention to models with order structure, 
then we can single out ideals, sets which are nonempty, “downward closed,” 
and “closed under limits of chains,” as the meanings of types. We can then 
define 

W.~ll g= f-j IIan VCVI. (ideal) 
I c D an Ideal 

Since every nonempty, downward closed set contains the least element I, 
we have I E Vt . t. However, since the ideal model seems to be a commit- 
ment to a number of complicated relationships between types, we will use a 
more general definition which encompasses the ideal model of (MacQueen 
and Sethi, 1982; MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi, 1986) as an important 
special case. It is worth remarking that the ideal model provides semantics 
for recursively defined types, while the models considered in this paper do 
not. 

To simplify the presentation, we will begin by assuming that all types are 
nonempty in every model. After proving completeness for general models 
without empty types, and for some specific classes of models, we will 
discuss the modifications needed to achieve semantic completeness when 
empty types are allowed. 

3.3. Interpretation of Type Expressions 

At first reading, the structures used to interpret type expressions may 
seem overly complicated. In addition to requiring a set T of types, models 

143.‘76.2-3-Q 
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will involve a set T=> T of functions from T to T, a set T=+- (T=s T) of 
functions from T to T=s T, and so on. There are two reasons for consider- 
ing sets other than T. The first is that V is essentially a mapping from some 
set of functions T=P T into T, so making T=a T part of the model makes 
the domain of V explicit. The second reason has to do with whether T=t- T 
contains all the functions that enter into the meanings of type expressions. 
One easy way of ensuring that the domain T=s T of V is rich enough is to 
require that T and T=E- T be part of a model of the ordinary typed lambda 
calculus. The definition below is in the same spirit as (Bruce, Meyer, and 
Mitchell, 1987). 

The set of kinds are defined by the grammar 

K ::= TI ICY * K2. 

A type structure 5 for a -+, V is a tuple 

where 02 is a family of sets {U,} indexed by kinds, 

UK,-+ is a set of functions from U,, to U,,, 

+.F is an element of IY~-+(~*~), and VF is an element of UC,, TjaT. We 
require that “2 be a model of the ordinary typed lambda calculus and 
define the meaning [[on q of a type expression B in environment q by 
treating Vt . c as an abbreviation for V(lt . a) with constant V: 

cf. (Barendregt, 1984; Friedman, 1975, Henkin, 1950, Statman, 1985). We 
write TF for ?&, and similarly for other kinds, omitting the superscript 
when clear from context. 

One example of a type structure is the term structure constructed from 
expressions of all kinds. The constructor expressions and their kinds are 
defined by the following inference rules. We write C” to indicate that c is a 
constant of kind K and similarly vK to indicate that u is a variable of kind K. 

We assume we have infinitely many variables of each kind and take 
-+ Ta T- T and VcTa ‘)* T as constructor constants, 

CK: K, UK: K 

FL: K1 *K2, 0: K, 

/&IO: K2 

P: K2 

hK2~~: K,JK2’ 
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It is easy to see that every type expression (as defined in Section 2.1) is a 
constructor expression of kind T. Furthermore, if we extend the typing 
rules by taking all constructor expressions of kind T as types (and use fi, r,r- 
conversion in rule (type eq)), the new typing system is a conservative 
extension over the old one. More specifically, if e is a type expression with 
no symbols of higher kinds other than -+ and V, then A 2 M: G is provable 
in the original system iff it is provable in the extended system allowing all 
constructor expressions of kind T as types. 

Since constructor expressions are just typed lambda terms (with types 
now called kinds to avoid confusion), we can use the usual term model 
construction for typed lambda calculus to build type structures. The type 
structure .Y = (‘2, -+.F, V,“) of constructors modulo 8, q-conversion is 
defined as follows. The elements of kind K are functions defined by 
(possibly open) constructor expressions over constants V and -+. We first 
define 

[a] = (~10 8, r]-converts to r} 

for any constructor expression cs of kind T. If p is an expression of kind 
K, -+ K~, then [p] is the function defined by 

CPl([VI) = Ml allvofkindk-,. 

We then let 4?!, be the set of all [p] for p of kind K, and take +Y and VT 
to be [ -1 and [V], respectively. It is not hard to verify that % k p = o iff 
p and v are j3, q-convertible. In particular, for type expressions (T and r that 
have no /?, q-redexes, @ k CT = z iff 6 and r differ only in the names of 
bound variables [see (Bruce, Meyer, and Mitchell, 1987; Friedman, 1975; 
Henkin, 1950, Statman, 1985)]. 

3.4. Models of Type Inference 

A model of type inference, or inference model for short, is a triple (Y-, 9, 
subset ) with 

5 = (“a, -+, V) a type structure, 

B= (D, 0, E) a model of untyped lambda calculus, 

subset a function from rr to subsets of D, 

satifying the following conditions. We write D, for subset(a) and require 
that for all a, b E T and f E T=z- T, 

if dED,,b, then d 9 D, E D,, (Arrow.1) 

if d* D,sD,, thens*dED,,b, (Arrow.2) 

D,= (7 Dm (ForAll) 
UE T  
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Condition (Arrow.1 ) “says” that any element of D, _ b defines a function 
from D, to D,, while (Arrow.2) forces every function from D, to Db which 
is represented by some element in the model to be represented by some 
element in D, _ b. Condition (ForAll) defines D,, by intersection. As men- 
tioned earlier, we will assume, unless specifically stated otherwise, that 
every subset D, is nonempty. This assumption simplifies the completeness 
proof, but does not affect the interpretation of typing statements in any 
model. 

We interpret typing statements in inference models using environments 
that map type variables to elements of T and ordinary variables to 
elements of D. An environment q for inference model Y satisfies a typing 
M: 0, written q t= M: 0, if 

CMa r~D~[o~rl 

and satisfies type assignment A, written q k A, if 

1.~1 ~1 ~D~oj~> for all x : 0 in A. 

A model satisfies a typing statement A 2 M: o if every environment 
satisfying A also satisfies M: 0. 

3.5. Examples of Inference Models 

A number of inference models may be constructed using a fairly general 
method. Given a model 9 = (D, 0, E) of the untyped lambda calculus, the 
method requires a subset ZE D with some special properties. A zero set Z 
of 9 is a subset Zc D such that 

VzEZ.VdED.z. dEZ. 

For any zero set ZS D, we can construct an inference model in which the 
meaning of Vt . t is Z. The empty set is always a zero set, giving us one easy 
model construction, but we will see that there are many other interesting 
examples of zero sets. 

Given a zero set 2 for model 9 = (D, 0, E), we define the inference 
model 

&= ((@, -+, V), 9, subset) 

as follows. Let the set T of types be the set of subsets of D that contain Z, 
and define the binary operation + on types using the simple semantics.* 
To see that T is closed under the operation 

’ We may also use the F-semantics. provided we choose Z so that EZ = Z. 
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note that for every z E Z, we have z l A E Z G B. Thus Z G A + B E T. There 
is no harm in letting the domain T =P T of V be all functions from T to T, 
and similarly for (Ta T) * T, etc. We define V using intersection: for any 
fE T=a T, let 

vf= n f(4. 
AET 

Since 2 sJ(A) for all A E T, we have V’E T. The association between 
elements of T and subsets of D is just the straightforward one. For all 
A E T, let 

D, = subset(A) = A. 

This completes the definition of the inference model &. 
To give some concrete examples of inference models without empty 

types, several untyped models and nonempty zero sets are listed below. 

1. For any g= (D, 0, E), the set D is a zero set. In the zero set 
model &,, there is only one type. 

2. Let 9 = (D, l , E) be any ordered model of the untyped lambda 
calculus with least element 1 ED such that I l x= 1. The singleton 
Z = { I } is a zero set. The model based on this zero set is reminiscent of 
the ideal model since { I} is the meaning of Vt . t in both models. 

3. Let 53 = (D, 0, E) be any untyped model and consider the term 
UK, where 

Y = A... (Ax .f(xx))(Ax .f(xx)), K=rlxly.x 

as usual. The term Y has the property that Yx = x( Yx). In particular, 
YK = K( YK). Consequently, 

( YK) x = (K( YK)) x = ( YK) 

and the singleton Z= { [YKJ} is a zero set. Since the term YK has no 
head normal form, this term is equal to I in D,, P” and related models 
(Barendregt, 1984; Hyland, 1976, Wadsworth, 1976). 

4. Let $3 = (D, 0, E) be a term model. The elements of D are 
equivalence classes CM] of terms. For any variable x, consider the set 

Z = ([x&f, . . . M,] ) M,, . . . . M, are terms, n > O}. 

Since [xM, . . . M,] l [N] = [xM, . . . MJV], Z is a zero set. In general, 
this Z is an infinite proper subset of D. 
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While the entire domain D is a type in any zero set model, we can 
generalize the construction slightly to produce models in which every type 
is a proper subset of D. Specifically, under certain assumptions on subsets 
Z, IV& D, we can use the lattice 9(Z, W) of all sets S with Zc SG W as 
the collectin of types. Since every typable term will have a value in W, we 
no longer need Z to be a zero set for all of D. Instead, we only require that 

It is clear that Y(Z, W) is closed under intersection, but we will need 
another assumption to guarantee that .Y(Z, W) is closed under -+. The 
second condition on Z and W is 

IfVwE W.d* M’E W,thendE W. 

It is not hard to show that under these two assumptions about subsets Z, 
WC D, we can construct an inference model by taking 9(Z, W) as the 
collection of types in the zero set model construction above. The details are 
left to the interested reader. 

4. COMPLETENESS OF TYPE INFERENCE 

4.1. Completeness for Inference Models without Empty Types 

It is relatively straightforward to show that the inference rules are sound. 

LEMMA 5. Zf Y, &I-A 1 M: a, then every model satisfying 9’ and d also 
satisfies A 1 M: O. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of A =) M: cr. We 
prove the cases for (+E), (+I), and (VI) to show how conditions 
(Arrow.l), (Arrow.2), and (ForAll) figure in the proof. Rule (remove hyp) 
relies on the assumption that all types are nonempty, and the remaining 
cases are straightforward and left to the reader. 

Suppose A 1 MN: u follows by (+E). If q k A, then by the inductive 
assumption, 

[rMI ~]~D~a-rrjq and IIN v~D,n,,. 

Therefore, by property (Arrow.1 ) of inference models, 

If A =I Ax. M: o + r follows from A, x: CJ 2 M: T, then by the inductive 
hypothesis the function 
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maps DI[dv into Dfrnrl and so by property (Arrow.2) we have [1x. MJ q E 

Du a-+,] lj’ 
For (VI), suppose that 

9,&t-Ax1I4:Vt.o 

by (VI) and assume that rl k A. Let t be a type variable that does not 
appear free in A. For any a E T, the environment rl [u/t] satisfies A, so by 
the inductive hypothesis, 

IIMI IT= IIMl rCdtl~D~o~~~u/r]. 

Therefore, by condition (ForAll), 

This finishes the proof of the lemma. 1 

We now show that the rules are complete. The proof uses a syntactic 
model construction that is somewhat similar to the completeness proof of 
(Hindley, 1983a). 

THEOREM 6. Let Y be an)’ set of typing hypotheses of the form B 2 N: z 
and let 8 be any lambda theory, There is an inference model 9 without 
empty types satisfying precisely the equations in 8 and with the proper/y that 
9, &I---BBMM:~ $fS satisfies BzM:a. 

Note that Y, d t B 3 M: o for every B 3 M: (r in 9, so that the model 
4 in the statement of the theorem must also satisfy Y. 

ProoJ: We will construct an inference model Y = (Y, 9, subset) with 
the properties given in the statement of the theorem. Let G4 = (D, 0, E) be 
the term model for &, so that 

D = { [Ml8 1 M is an untyped term}. 

By construction, G@ satisfies b. It remains to define Y = (&, -+, V) and 
subsets D, G D. We let Y be the term structure of constructor expressions 
modulo /I, q-conversion described in Section 3.3. Recall that the elements of 
T= 7‘@ are equivalence classes of constructor expressions 

[a] = (T 1 f7 p, r]-converts to 7}. 

Let A be any infinite set of variable statements x: g such that no x appears 
twice in A and for every type expression 0, there are infinitely many 
variables x with x: (T E A. We define subset by 

D,,,=WflIZ&’ +BxM:o, some finite BGA}. 
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By rule (type eq), the mapping subset is well-defined. Note that by choice 
of A, every D,,, is nonempty. 

We now show that 9 satisfies every B 3 M: o provable from Y and 5?? 
(which includes all BI M: 0 in Y). Suppose Y, d I- B 2 M: c and let 9 be 
any environment satisfying B. We must show that q k M: (r. Let S be any 
substitution such that for any free ordinary variable x in B or M, 

and for any free type vriable t in B or 0, 

v(t) = CStl. 

By the usual properties of term models (Barendregt, 1984; Meyer, 1982), 

CMn ? = CSMI and IIan v = [Sal. 

Since q k B, we have 

9, &+AxSB. 

Therefore, by the substitution typing rule (subst), 

Thus [SM] E DCSa3 and q k M: a. This shows that 4 = (Y, 53, subset) 
satisfies B =3 M: a. 

For the converse, we must show that if B 2 M: a holds in 9, then 9, 
d t- B 3 M: a. Given a typing B 3 M: a that holds in 9, let S be a sub- 
stitution mapping each type variable to itself and mapping each ordinary 
variable x with x: z E B to some y with y : t E A. Let qO be the environment 
mapping each type variable t to its equivalence class [t] and mapping each 
ordinary variable x to the equivalence class [Sx] of the ordinary variable 
Sx. For each x: t E B, we have 

f/o(x) = CSXI E q,, = D,,, qo 

and so qO t= B. Since B 2 M: a holds in Y, it follows that 

IIm 90 = CSMI E D,o, 

and so by definition of 9 we have 

for some finite A, E A. By choice of S and derived typing rule (fv), we may 
assume Al = SB. Since S only renames ordinary variables, A4 is a sub- 
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stitution instance of SM, and similarly for B and SB. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2 we conclude that Y, d t-B 3 M: a. 

It remains to check that .a satisfies the definition of an inference model. 
We verify property (Arrow.1) first. Suppose that [M] E Dt,, rJ. Then 9, 
8 c B, 2 M: (r -+ T for some finite B, c A and similarly, for any [N] in 
I),,,, we have Y, d t- B, 1 N: o for some finite B, E A. Therefore, 

9, &t-B,uB,zMN:z 

by rules (add hyp) and (+E). Consequently [M] l [N] = [MN] ED,,, . 
This shows that (Arrow.1) holds. We now show (Arrow.2); i.e., if 
[M] l D,,, c D,,, then E l [M] ED,,,,~. Here we use the fact A supplies 
infinitely many variables of each type. If [M] l D,,, ED,,, then there is 
some variable x not free in M with x: (TEA. By definition of I>,,, we have 

for some finite B G A. In light of rule (fv), we may assume that x: cr E B. 
Therefore, by rule (-rZ), 

Y. &‘I--B~~x~Mx:a+r. 

This shows that [1x . Mx] = E l [M] E D,, _ r3, demonstrating (Arrow.2). 
We show (ForAll) by demonstrating both containments. If [M]ED~+,~,~,, 

then for any z, we have [M] E D tCzjrl o3 by rule (VE). Conversely, if [M] is 
an element of every DcCrlrlrrl, then for some variable s not free in some 
finite Bc A, we have 

Y, &+B~M:[s/t]a. 

Therefore,Y,d~B~M:Vs.[s/t]oby(VZ)andY,d~B~M:Vt.aby 
(type eq). Thus CM1 ED~~,.~~. This demonstrates (ForAll) and concludes 
the proof of the theorem. m 

4.2. Completeness for Simple Semantics 

In this section, we prove a completeness theorem for a particular class of 
inference models. A simple inference model is an inference model satisfying 

D o-rb= (dED(d*D,&D,). 

Put a different way, d E D, _ b iff e E D, implies d l e E Db. The typing rule 

Az~x.Mx:o-+r 

ADM:a+T ’ 
x not free in M, (simple) 
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is sound for simple inference models since 

holds in every lambda model (provided x is not free in M). Rule (simple) is 
a derived rule in Curry’s theory of functionality [see (Hindley, 1983a)], but 
as we see in Section 6.1, it is not a derived rule in the system we have 
considered so far. 

If A 1 M: G is derivable from a set Y of typing assumptions and set d of 
equations, using (simple) together with the rules presented in Section 2, we 
write 

Y, &+,~A=,M:o. 

It can be shown that I-~ A 1 M: (T implies there is some N that q-reduces 
to M with c A 1 N: 0. We have the following completeness theorem for 
simple inference models. 

THEOREM 7. Let Y be any set of typing hypotheses of the form B I N: z 
and let E be any lambda theory. There is a simple inference model 9 without 
empty types satisfying precisely the equations in d and with the property that 
Y, &‘I-,BIM:IJ iff 9 satisfies BxM:a. 

Proof. The proof of Theorem 7 differs from the proof of Theorem 6 
only in the verification of condition (Arrow.2). We show that 

[Ml. D,cD, implies [ilx.Mx]~D,,,, 

as in the proof of Theorem 6. Then, by (simple) and the definition of D, _ rl 
we conclude [M] ED,,,. 1 

4.3. B Semantics 

We may also consider the 9 semantics introduced in (Hindley, 1983a, 
1983b) and‘ further studied in (Dezani and Margaria, 1984). An 9 
inference model is an inference model satisfying 

D o+h= {dEFId* D,cD,}, 

where F is the range of E. As noted in Section 3, the significance of ZF is 
that every function from D to D that is represented by some element of D 
has a unique representative in 9. In (Hindley, 1983b), the Curry typing 
rules are shown to be complete for the 9 semantics of +. We do not know 
whether +- is complete for 5 inference models. 

4.4. Completeness for Quotient-Set Semantics 

Another semantics of typing is the quotient-set semantics. We will 
discuss this semantics only briefly, referring the reader to the literature for 
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further information. The quotient-set semantics has its origins in the study 
of effective functionals (Myhill and Shepherdson, 1955; Kreisel, 1959) and 
is closely related to Kreisel’s structure HE0 [see (Troelstra, 1973)]. A 
second-order version of HEO, called HEO,, is defined in (Girard, 1972; 
Troelstra, 1973) and was rediscovered independently by Moggi and Plotkin 
(private communication, 1985). The name “quotient-set” seems to originate 
with Hindley (Hindley, 1983a), where the idea of using quotients as a 
semantics of type inference is credited to Scott (Scott, 1976). Further work 
is reported in the more recent papers (Coppo and Zacchi, 1986; 
Mitchell, 1986). 

The quotient-set interpretation of types differs from the inference models 
considered so far in that types are associated with quotients of subsets 
instead of subsets of a lambda model. In the notation we have been using, 
this means that instead of having a mapping subset from T to subsets of D, 
a quotient-set model has a mapping relation from T to equivalence 
relations on subsets of D. The intuition behind this approach is that dif- 
ferent types often have different notions of equality associated with them. 
For example, two elements d, and d, of a lambda model may be considered 
equal elements of type s + t if d, l e = d2 l e for all ees, but different 
elements of type r + t if they behave differently when applied to some 
element of r. 

We will think of a symmetric and transitive binary relation R on D as 
giving us both a set ( R 1 = {dl (d, d) E R} and an equivalence relation R 
on ( RI. Thus relation will be a mapping from T to symmetric and 
transitive relations. More specifically, a quotient-set inference model is a 
triple (4, 3, relation) with 9 a type structure, 9 = (D, 0, E) a lambda 
model, and relation a mapping from T to symmetric and transitive relations 
on D. The mapping relation must satisfy three conditions which are similar 
to the conditions on subset in the definition of inference model, 

If (d,, dz) E reIation(a -+ 6) and (e,, ez) ~relation(a), 

then (d, l e,, d2 l ez) E relation(b), (Arrow. 1 )re, 

If(d,~e,,d,*e,)~relation(b)forall(e,,e,)~relation(a), 

then (E l d, , E l dz ) E relation(a + b), (Arrow.2 Lodel 

relation(Vf) = fi relation(f(a)). 
OST 

The definitions of satisfaction and validity of typing statements over 
quotient-set models are similar to the definitions over ordinary inference 
models, with 
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A completeness theorem for quotient-set inference models may be proved 
just by observing that subsets may be regarded as relations. Specifically, 
given an ordinary inference model .a = {Y-, 9, subset), we can define a 
quotient-set inference model 9&, = (9, 9, relation) with the same typing 
theory just by taking 

relation(a) = subset(a) x subset(a) 

for every a E T. It is easy to see that a typing statement holds in 9 iff it 
holds in &. Consequently, t is complete for quotient-set inference 
models. This “encoding” of subsets by relations is also used to prove 
completeness of Curry typing for the quotient-set semantics in 
(Hindley, 1983a), where the idea is credited to Mario Coppo. 

We can prove a second completeness theorem for a more specialized 
class of quotient-set inference models which resemble simple inference 
models. (This more specialized class of models is actually closer to the 
spirit of previous work on quotient-set semantics.) A simple quotient-set 
model is a quotient-set inference model (9, 9, relation) satisfying 

(d, , d, ) E relation(a + 6) iff 

(d, l e, , d2 l e?) E relation(b) for all (e,, ez) E relation(a). (ArrowLrel 

It is worth noting that (Arrow),.,,, implies both (Arrow.l),,, and 
(Arrow.2),,,. It is also easy to check that if .Y is a simple inference model, 
then &, (defined above) is a simple quotient-set model. Therefore kS is 
complete for simple quotient-set models. Further information about 
quotient-set inference models may be found in (Coppo and Zacchi, 1986; 
Mitchell, 1986). 

4.5. Completeness with Empty Types 

The typing rules and soundness and completeness theorems we have seen 
so far are based on the assumption the all types are nonempty. If we con- 
sider models with empty types, then all of the axioms and inference rules 
remain sound, except (remove hyp). To see why (remove hyp) becomes 
unsound with empty types, consider the typing statement Lx . k: a -+ 6, 
where k is a term constant (or any closed term) and a, b are type constants 
(or any types). If types a and b are empty, then certainly Ix. k: a -+ b 
holds, since Lx. k denotes an element in the range of E that maps every 
element of a to some element of b. However, from ;Ix. k: a -P b we can 
easily prove {x: a} 1 k: 6, which by rule (remove hyp) allows us to con- 
clude that k: 6. But since we assumed that b was empty, this conclusion is 
false. In short, (remove hyp) is unsound since B, x: (T =) M: r might hold 
simply because cr is empty, in which case it would be erroneous to infer 
that BIM: 5. 
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An analysis of equational reasoning for second-order lambda calculus 
over models which may have empty types is given in (Meyer et al., 1987). 
Most of that discussion also applies to typing with empty types. In 
particular, we may prove completeness by extending the axiom system. 
However, the form of completeness with empty types is weaker than the 
form of completeness without empty types. This is because certain typing 
assumptions express “disjunctive” information, and so it is impossible to 
construct a single model satisfying only the logical consequences of these 
assumptions. 

The inference system for models that may have empty types is obtained 
by extending the syntax of type assignments, as in (Meyer et al., 1987), and 
by adopting two additional rules. In a type assignment, a basic typing 
statement x: c has the effect of assuming that c is nonempty (since 
otherwise 0 could not have x as a member). To reason about empty types, 
it is also useful to be able to assume that certain types are empty. An exten- 
ded type assignment is a finite set A of basic typing statements x: o about 
variables and emptiness statements of the form empty(o). An environment 4 
satisfies an extended type assignment A, written q h A, if q(x) ED,,, ,, for 
every x: GE A, and D,,, rl = @ for every empty(o) E A. The definitions of 
satisfaction and validity of typing statements A 2 M: CJ, with A an extended 
type assignment, are straightforward. 

Since it is inconsistent to assume that a type is both empty and not, we 
have the axiom scheme 

x : 6, empty(a) 3 M: 5. (empty 4 

This lets us introduce emptiness hypotheses into typing derivations. The 
inference rule for discharging emptiness hypotheses is 

A, x: CJ 3 kf: T, A, empty(a) 3 M: T 

AxM:T 
9 x not free in M. (empty E) 

Intuitively, this rule says that if A 3 M: T holds when we assume CJ is not 
empty,3 and also when we assume rr is empty, then we must have A 3 M: T. 

We write 9, d kp A 3 44: CJ if the typing statement A 3 M: (T is provable 
from Y and d using the typing axioms (var) and (empty I), and inference 
rules (-+I), (+E), (VI), (YE), (add hyp), (type eq), (term eq), (subst) and 
(empty E). 

With empty types, we no longer have minimal models for every typing 
theory. To see this, consider the typing statement Ix. y: a + b. This may 
hold if a is empty, or if every term has type b. In the case that a is empty, 
we have Ax. y : a + c for any other type c, while if a is not empty, then we 

’ Since x does not occur free in A4, the only effect of x : u is to assume that D is nonempty. 
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must have y : b. However, neither of the typing statements Ix . y : a -+ c or 
y : b is logically implied by Ix . y : a + b, so any model for Ix . y : a + b must 
satisfy some statement that is not a logical consequence of this typing 
statement. For this reason, we have only the weaker form of completeness 
for typing with empty types. 

THEOREM 8. Let Y be any set of typing hypotheses B 3 N: 5 and let d be 
any lambda theory. Then Y, d br A 3 M: CT ifffor every model 9 satisfying 
Y and d and every 9 environment v] b A, we have q k 44: 6. 

Proof. Suppose we are given Y and & and a typing statement 
A, 3 M,: rrO that is not provable from 9’ and 8. We will construct a model 
9 satisfying Y and 8, but not A,, 3 M,: co. The construction differs from 
the proof of Theorem 6 primarily in the definition of infinite type 
assignment A. Instead of letting A have infinitely many variables of every 
type, which would produce an inference model with every type nonempty, 
we must use 9, &‘, and A, 3 M,: crO to decide which types will be non- 
empty. 

Let rr, r2, rj, . . . . be an enumeration of all type expressions. Beginning 
with A, as given, we will construct a sequence of infinite extended type 
assignments A, E A, E AZ, . . . . with the property that each Ai contains, for 
all j < i, either empty(rj) or x: rj for infinitely many variables x. In 
addition, we will not have Y, & +-C B 2 M,: (T,, for any finite B G Ai. 

Given A,, we define A,+, as follows. Let y be some fresh variable not in 
Ai and not free in M,. If 

for every finite BG A,, then we let x1, x2, . . . . be any infinite sequence of 
distinct fresh variables, and let 

Otherwise, we let A i+ 1 = Aiu {empty(r,+ ,)}. In the first case, it is easy to 
see that 

for every finite B G Ai+ 1. However, if we have put empty(r,+r) in Ai+I, 
then we must use (empty E) to show that we cannot prove B 3 M,: o,, for 
any finite BGA~+~. 

Suppose, for the sake of deriving a contradiction, that 
empty(ri+ r) E Ai+ I and that 
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for some BSAi+,. Since we could not prove B 3 M,: co for BE Ai, by the 
inductive hypothesis of the construction, it must be that 

9, &’ t, B, empty(z,+ i) 13 MO: o. 

for some B E A,. We also know that 

for some Bc A;, since otherwise we would have added 
x,: 7. , + 1, x2 : ti+ 11 ..., to Ai. Therefore, using rule (empty E), we can prove 
Bx MO: (TV for some finite Bc Ai, which contradicts the induction 
hypothesis of the construction. Therefore, in the case that Ai+ I = 
4~ Cempty(~,+Jh we cannot prove B 2 MO: o. for any finite BG Ai+ 1. 

Using (empty I), it is easy to see that we do not have both empty(r) and 
I: 5 in any A;, since otherwise this would allow us to prove B 3 MO: co for 
some B c A,. Thus, if we let A be the union of the Ai’s, then for any type r, 
we have either infinitely many variables of type T, or empty(r) E A, but not 
both. 

We now construct an inference model .4 using A as in the proof of 
Theorem 6. If Y, c$ be B 3 M: g, then we show that Y satisfies B 2 M: (T as 
in the proof of Theorem 6, and it is easy to show that 9 does not satisfy 
A, 3 MO: co by the construction of 9. The verification of conditions 
(Arrow.1 ) and (ForAll) are as before, but (Arrow.2) is complicated slightly 
by the presence of empty types. 

Assume that [M] l D,,, G D,,,. We must show that E [M] ED,,,,,. 
There are two cases, depending on whether or not D,,, is empty. If Dt,, is 
not empty, then we have infinitely many x with x: OE A, and we use the 
argument for (Arrow.2) given in the proof of Theorem 6. If D,,, is empty, 
then empty(a) E A, and so using axiom (emptyI) we have 

for fresh x and some finite B G A with empty(a) E B. By (-+I), this gives us 

which shows that 

This proves the theorem. 1 

The proof of Theorem 8 may also be adapted to prove completeness for 
typing over simple inference models and quotient-set inference models that 
may have empty types. 
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5. PURE TYPING 

5. I. Second-Order Lambda Calculus 

The second-order lambda calculus, developed in (Girard, 1972; 
Reynolds, 1974), is a typed expression language. The types that appear in 
this language are the functional types of the form g + t and polymorphic 
types Vt . (T defined in Section 2. In fact, the typing rules for second-order 
lambda calculus and the first seven type inference rules presented in Sec- 
tion 2 are essentially identical. As discussed in (Donahue, 1979; Fortune 
et al., 1983; Mitchell and Plotkin, 1985; Reynolds, 1974), a number of 
polymorphic programming languages may be viewed as extensions or syn- 
tactic variants of second-order lambda calculus. Since the syntax of second- 
order lambda calculus is somewhat cluttered with type expressions, it 
would be useful to develop algorithms for automatically inserting types 
into partially typed second-order lambda expressions. This kind of 
automatic deduction of types is used in the ML programming language 
(Gordon et al., 1979; Milner, 1978, 1985), but ML typing is much 
less flexible than typing based on second-order lambda calculus 
[cf. (Leivant, 1983; McCracken, 1984)]. In the remaining sections of the 
paper, we explore some properties of “pure” polymorphic typing based on 
second-order lambda calculus. 

Since we will use terms of second-order lambda calculus to characterize 
some relationships between types, we review the syntax of second-order 
terms. We define the syntax using typing rules similar to those of Sertion 2, 

A=,MN:z 

AzM:a 
Ax2t.M:Vt.a’ 

t not free in A 

A2M:Vt.a 

(+Oz 

WE), 

Ax,M:z 
A,x:oxM:~’ 

x does not occur in A (add hw) 

(type eq) 
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Note that if a second-order lambda term A4 has any type with respect to 
the type assignment A, then this type is unique up to type equality. We 
write t-? A 2 P: cs if A 3 P: (r can be derived using the rules above. 

5.2. Properties of Pure Typing 

The syntax of second-order lambda calculus is related to the type 
inference rules of Section 2 in a relatively straightforward way. If P is a 
second-order lambda term, then we let erase(P) be the result of erasing all 
type information from P. The function erase has a straightforward induc- 
tive definition; the nontrivial clauses of the definition are 

erase( Ax E 0 . M) = Ax . erase(M), 

erase( It . M) = erase(M), 

and 

erase( Mr ) = erase(M). 

It is not hard to show that for any untyped term M, we have L-A 3 M: c 
iff there is a second-order lambda term P with erase(P) = M and k2 A 2 
P: r~ [see Theorem 4.1 of (Leivant, 1983)]. Furthermore, the derivation of 
A I M: (r corresponds directly to the derivation of A 2 P: c (which follows 
the structure of P). Therefore, given M, the problem of finding P with 
erase(P) = A4 is equivalent to the problem of finding a derivation of 
A 3 M: CJ using only a-equivalence in rule (term eq). 

It is not hard to see that fi-redexes in an untyped term erase(P) corre- 
spond exactly to typed /?-redexes in the typed term P. Therefore, whenever 
M p-reduces to N we also know that erase(M) B-reduces to erase(N). This 
observation can be used to prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 9. Zf +A 3 M: c and M P-reduces to N, then F-A I N: u. 

From Lemmas 4 and 9, we have the following corollary of the com- 
pleteness theorem. 

COROLLARY 10. Zf M is in /l-normal form, and k A I M: (T, then 
+AIM:o. 

It is worth noting that the converse of Lemma 9 is false: A 3 M: o may 
not be provable, even if A4 P-reduces to N with I- A I N: (T. Since + A 3 
M: 0 implies that M is strongly normalizable (Fortune et al. 1983; 
Girard, 1972), there will be many terms equal to Ix . x, for example, which 
cannot be typed. One term that cannot be typed is 

(Aw JX.XNlY .YY LY .YY). 
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Although this term reduces to Ix .x in one step, it is not strongly nor- 
malizing since the subterm (Ay .yy 1~ .yv) may be reduced infinitely many 
times. 

5.3. Typing Rules Based on Containment 

We may gain some insight into pure typing derivations by reformulating 
the inference rules so that proofs correspond more closely to the structure 
of terms. In the Curry inference system (Barendregt, Coppo, and 
Dezani, 1983; Curry and Feys, 1958, Hindley, 1969, 1983a; Milner, 1978) 
consisting only of (--+Z) and (+E), every proof of a statement A 2 MN, for 
example, must end with rule (-+E). Similarly, any proof of a typing for an 
abstraction 1x. M must end with rule (+Z). It is this property of the Curry 
system, coupled with the fact that the inference rules are defined by 
schemes, that gives Curry typing principal type schemes [cf. (Hindley, 
1969)]. While it seems unlikely that the polymorphic inference rules are 
equivalent to an inference system consisting only of “syntax-directed” rules, 
we will be able to replace (VI) and (VE) by a single “syntax-independent” 
rule based on containments between types. In order to do so, however, we 
will need to alter rules (+I) and (-+E) slightly. One benefit of refor- 
mulating the inference rules is the following characterization of pure typing, 
which provides a simple bound on the lengths of derivations in the contain- 
ment-based system to be presented below. In this characterization, it is 
convenient to write A [x: a] for the type assignment (A - {x: A(x)}) u 
{x: 0). Bold face letters s, x, etc., will be used to denote sequences s = 
s,, . . . . Sk, x=x*, . . . . xk, etc. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF PURE TYPING 

k--A 3 I : t, 

t-A3MN:p, 

iffA(x) 

iff there exist s, 0, z such that I-A 1 M: Vs. (cr + r), 
+AxN:Vs.a,andVs.sGp. 

+AxIx.M:p, iff there exist s, cr, r such that +A[x: Q] 3 M: t, 
the list s only contains type variables 
not free inA, and Vs. (a -+ 2) E p. 

The correctness of this characterization follows easily from Theorem 13 
below by a simple induction on containment-based proofs. It is apparent 
from this characterization that testing t-A 3 M: (T can be reduced to 
testing containments between types and performing simple operations on 
sets of the form 

Types(x,N)= {(I,T~I-{x,:0,, . . . . x,:0,} 1N:r) 

for terms N simpler than M. Although it will be easy to see that E is 
decidable, we do not know how to represent Types(x, N) simply, or how to 
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compute intersections of such sets. It would certainly be convenient if 
Vpes(0, W, f or example, consisted of the set of types which contain 
some minimal “principal” type for M, but this does not seem to be the case. 
However, we may have unique minimal typings if we consider the rules for 
typing over simple inference models. This is discussed in Section 6. 

We now present a type inference system based on containments between 
types. The inference system consists of the axiom for typing variables, 
together with (add hyp) and the following typing rules, 

A,x:axM:z 

A~Ix.M:Vs(a-rr)’ 
s lists type variables not free in A ( +ZV) 

A II M: Vs(a + t), A ZJ N: k’s .G 

A144N:Vs.z t-+-&J 

A=,M:a,a~z 

A1N:r ’ 
(cant) 

Since we will no longer be concerned with sets of typing hypotheses, 
rules (remove hyp) and (subst) are no longer needed (by Lemma 1 of 
Section 2). 

The single subsidiary rule for deducing containments is the axiom 
scheme ., 

Vt .o s Vr . [T/t] 0, where r are not free in Vt .r~, (sub) 

which includes renaming of bound variables as a special case. The sub- 
stitution axiom (sub) is similar to the notion of generic instance considered 
in (Damas and Milner, 1982). It is easy to see that the instances of (sub) 
are decidable, using an algorithm similar to unification (Robinson, 1965; 
Paterson and Wegman, 1978). One important special case of (sub) is 
V’t . CJ E [r/t] CJ, and another is 0 G Vt . c if t is not free in cr. Some other 
admissible containment rules are 

aso (ref) 

psa, cJGTk---pGT (trans) 

aETi---vt~crGVt~T. (congruence) 

We write I--,A 3 M: g if A 1 M: 0 can be proved using the rules above, 
and (term eq) restricted to a-equivalence of terms. The following lemmas 
are used to show that F-- and I---~ are equivalent for pure typing. 

LEMMA 11. Let x be an ordinary variable that does not occur free in term 
M. Then 
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and 

Ar>M:Vs(a+z), AIJN:‘~~~oI--AA~~N:V~~~. (ii) 

Proof To simplify notation, let us assume that the type variables in s 
are not free in A. If not, then we just rename bound type variables. For x 
as in the statement of the lemma, we can prove A, x: Vs. 0 3 Mx: r from 
the variable-typing axiom using rules (VE) and (+E)., Therefore, using 
rules (VZ) followed by (+I), we may prove A 2 Ix. Mx: Vs. a + Vs. 7. The 
proof of the second part of the Lemma uses rules (VE), (+E), and (VI). 1 

LEMMA 12. Suppose A I M: a t- A 3 M: z using only rules (VI) and 
(VE). Let s = sl, . . . . s, contain all free type variables in D that are not free in 
A. Then Vs. o E T is an instance of the containment axiom (sub). Conversely, 
if Vs. o E z is an instance of the containment axiom (sub), then for any term 
M. we have 

using only rules (VI) and (VE). 

Proof Suppose A 3 M: c I- A 3 M: T using only (VI) and (VE). Let s 
be a finite list containing all free type variables in CJ that are not free in A. 
Let Y be the set of type variables free in M which do not appear free in A. 
Note that by choice of s, no v E Y occurs free in Vs. (T. The derivation 
AxM:oF--AAM:~ is a sequence 

with a0 = a and a,,, = t, and each ai+, the result of either substituting for a 
bound variable in ai or binding some variable in Y. We use induction on i 
to show that 

For any v from “Y-, the containment Vs a E Vv . ai is an instance 
of the axiom scheme (sub). (*) 

The case i = 0 is trivial. 
Assume that each Vs. a c Vv . ai is an instance of (sub). If ai+ i is the 

result of quantifying over some variable from Y, then the (*) follows 
immediately from the inductive. hypothesis. Otherwise, note that 

ai = Vu, v . [p/r] a 

for some U, v, r, and p. If a;+, follows by (VE), then 

ai+ 1 = b/u1 Vv. WI 0. 
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We may rename bound variables so that no free variables in ZJ are among 
v. Thus 

and so 

is an instance of (sub). In addition, since no variable in Y appears free in 
Vs. 0, each containment Vs. r~ c Vv . oi+, with v from V is an instance of 
(sub). This proves the first half of the lemma. The converse is 
straightforward. n 

THEOREM 13. +,.A =J M: 0 z&+-+,4 3 M: 0. 

ProoJ We first show that if + A 2 M: 0, then b,.A I> M: 0. We argue, 
by induction on proofs, that if I- A 2 M: 0 and s is any sequence of type 
vaiables not free in A, then +,A 3 M: Vs. c. The addition of quantifiers 
into rules (-+I,) and (-+E,) make these two cases straightforward. Any 
(VI) steps are trivial, and the (VE) case uses Lemma 12. This proves half of 
the theorem. 

To prove the converse, suppose that +,A 3 M: 6. We show that 
t-A 1 M: 0 by showing that each rule for I-~ is a derived rule of +. It is 
easy to see that (+Z,) is a derived rule, and (-+E,) is a derived rule by 
Lemma 11. By Lemma 12, (cant) is also a derived rule. 1 

It follows that the containment rules are semantically complete. 

COROLLARY 14. Every containment that is valid in all inference models is 
an instance of the axiom scheme (sub). 

The corollary is proved by noting that if r~ c r holds in all models, then 
IX .x: CJ --, t is valid. By the completeness theorem and Corollary 10, it 
follows that bc 1-x.x: (T + z. By a straightforward induction on typing 
derivations using containments, this implies that 0 G z is an instance of 
(sub). 

6. PRINCIPAL TYPINGS AND CONTAINMENTS IN SIMPLE INFERENCE MODELS 

6.1. Towards Minimal Types 

In the characterization of pure typing presented in Section 5.1, we saw 
that an important subproblem in typing is to compute simple operations 
on sets of the form 
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This requires some method of representing these infinite sets efficiently. By 
analogy with Curry typing, we might hope that for any closed term M, the 
set Types(@, M) might have the form {p 1 r G p} for some “minimal” type z 
(providing a similar characterization for open terms). We will see below 
that this is not the case for + or kc. However, it seems that there may be 
minimal types if we adopt the additional rule (simple) for simple inference 
models (see Section 4.1). We motivate the sudy of containment in simple 
models with an intuitive discussion of mappings between types. 

6.2. Retyping Functions in Second-Order Lambda Calculus 

An intuitive, syntactic notion of embedding type r~ into type z is that we 
can write down a second-order term that maps elements from cr to z solely 
by “manipulating types.” For example, the typed function 

from Vt . u to [T/t] g only seems to “change the type” of its argument. One 
way to say precisely that M only “changes types” is to note that erase(M) 
is the identity function I= Lx. x. 

We will define a class of second-order terms that seem to manipulate 
types without changing the functional behavior of terms. A second example 
will provide a little more motivation. The combinator 

s = Ax. 1.y AZ. (xz)( yz) 

has principal Curry type scheme 

We can prove that S has the quantified type 

using any of the inference systems discussed so far. Alternatively, we can 
type S so that the term SZZZ is typable. To type SZZZ, we give S the type 

cr2 = (Vt . t -+ 1) + (Vt . t + 1) + (Vt . t + 1) + (Vt . t -+ 1). 

At first glance, there may not seem to be any obvious relationship between 
(T, and uz. However, there is a typed term M with type (T, + a2 which 
seems only to “change the type” of its argument, not alter its functionality. 
The term M is 
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where r = Vt t --+ t. The erasure of this term is 

erase(M) = 2~. 1.x . AJJ. w(Iu . xv) y, 

which q-reduces to the untyped identity I. It is interesting to see what 
happens when we apply M to the second-order lambda term 

with type CJ, and erase(S, ) = S. After /?-reduction, we obtain the second- 
order lambda term 

sz = 1.x E T . A-v E T. AZ E t . (XTZT)( yzz) 

with type CJ~ and erase(&) = S. Essentially, A4 “retypes” S, to S2. Note 
that we cannot q-reduce M to I before erasing type information since type 
applications prevent A4 from having any q-redexes. 

We adopt the intuitive idea that if erase(M) q-reduces to Z, then M “only 
changes the type” of its argument, and call any closed second-order term 
M with erase(M) --+,I a retypingfuhction. Retyping functions seem to be a 
useful way of examing relationships between types, and are related to 
simple inference models by the following lemma. 

LEMMA 15. The containment u c 7 is valid in all simple inference models 
iff there is a retyping jiinciton from o to T. 

ProojI The lemma is proved by observing that I-~ {x: cr} 3 x: r iff there 
is some M such that +(x: 0) 3 M: r and M q-reduces to x. Consequently, 
if o 5 z is valid in all simple inference models, then t-s {x: O} 13 x: x and so 
+ LX . M: (T + r for some retyping function Ix. M. Conversely, if 
t(.~: CJ} I M: T for some M which q-reduces to x, then a straightforward 
induction using (simple) shows that I----, {x : O} 1 X: r. Therefore, by the 
soundness of F-~. the containment o E r is valid in all simple inference 
models. 1 

Retyping functions can also be used to show that (simple) is not a 
derived rule of I-, as follows. Any second-order term M in normal form 
with erase(M) = Z must be of the form 

h/L~E(vt~t)~AS~Xtx 

Therefore, the only c-provable types for Z are those of the form 

Vr(Vt . T + vs. [o/r] 5). 

Since the retyping function M considered in the discussion of SZZZ has a 
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typing that is not of this form, it follows that (simple) is not a derived rule 
of t--. 

6.3. Containment Rules for Simple Semantics 

We now present inference rules for deducing containments that hold in 
all simple inference models. These rules can be used in conjunction with the 
containment-based typing rules of Section 5.2 to derive typings that hold in 
all simple inference models. 

CONTAINMENT AXIOMS 

Vt .o G Vr . [t/t] 0, where r are not free in Vt . e 

vs~(t-+a)cvs~r+vs~o 

(sub) 

(dist) 

CONTAINMENT INFERENCE RULES 

(arrow) 

(trans) 

(congruence) 

Note that rules (dist) and (arrow) are sound for simple inference models, 
but not for arbitrary inference models. We write I-~~A 3 M: a if A 1 M: a 

may be derived using the typing rules of Section 5.2, together with the 
containment rules above. 

The main difficulty in establishing the equivalence to bs and ksC lies in 
proving that (simple) is a derived rule of I-~~. 

LEMMA 16. If I-~=A 2 M: a and M q-reduces to N, then I-~~A I N: a. 

Proof: It suffices to consider an v-redex Lx. Mx since the lemma then 
follows by an easy induction on terms. Suppose I-~~A 2 Ix. 44x: a, with x 
not free in M. By inspection of the proof system, we know that the 
derivation of A 3 J.x. Mx: a ends by proving the following statements, 

A,x:/~~M:Vs(p+t) 

A,x:pxx:Vs.p 

A,x:p~Mx:Vs~t, Vs.tsv 

A,x:p~Mx:v 

A~Ix.Mx:Vu(p-+v), Vu@ -b v) s a 

A=,Lx.Mx:a. 
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In order to show +,A 3 M: 0, it suffices to show that Vs(p -7) E 
Vu(p + v). From the second line above, we know p c Vs .p, and from the 
third line, Vs . t c v. Therefore 

Since u must not occur free in A, we may assume that these variables 
do not appear free in Vs(p + z). Thus we derive the desired inclusion by 
quantifying over u. 1 

LEMMA 17. Zf I---~ A I M: a, and o c z follows from the containment 
inference rules for simple models, then t, A =) M: T. 

Proof: We prove the lemma using induction on the derivation of o c r. 
If the containment is an axiom, then we use Lemma 12 or 11. If the con- 
tainment follows by (trans), then it is trivial, and if it follows by (tong) 
then we use (AI) and (VIZ). The remaining case is (arrow). The type D must 
beoftheformo,+a,andzoftheformz,+r,, withz,za,anda,&r,. 
The inductive hypothesis yields, for all N and P, if I-,A I N: z1 then 
es A 3 N: (T , and similarly if I-~ A 2 P : o2 then I-~ A 3 P: z2. Therefore, 

A, x: T, =I x: a, 

and since A 3 M: a, we have 

A, x: z1 I> Mx: a2. 

Applying the inductive hypothesis again, we have 

A,x:z,xMx:z, 

and so 

I-,A ~lx.Mx: T, 

from which the lemma follows by (simple). 1 

THEOREM 18. +,A I M: o iff t-scA I> M: a. 

ProoJ The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 13, but uses 
Lemmas 16 and 17. 

By an argument similar to the proof of Corollary 14, we have semantic 
completeness for the simple containment rules. 

COROLLARY 19. The simple containment rules are sound and complete 
for deducing the containments that are valid in all simple inference models. 
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The rules for I--,, also provide an inductive characterization of t-, 
typing. The characterization is the same as the one for +- described in 
Section 5, but with c interpreted as containment over simple models. In 
the next subsection, this characterization is used to show that certain terms 
have minimal typings. 

6.4. Principal Typings for a Limited Class of Terms 

Although we do not know how to represent Types(x, M) in general, we 
can show that some terms have a certain kind of principal t--s type. We will 
work with terms that do not contain any embedded 2s and have a par- 
ticularly simple form. Specifically, an elementary applicative term is a l-free 
term M such that if a variable x occurs twice in M, then distinct occurren- 
ces of x are in disjoint subterms, and, in all occurrences, x is applied to the 
same number of arguments. For example, y(xzz)(xww) is an elementary 
applicative term, but x(wxx) and y(xz)(xww) are not. 

We will show that every elementary applicative term has a principal 
typing, and use this to show that the lambda closure of each elementary 
applicative term has a minimal typing with respect to E. To be more 
specific, we make the following definition. A typing statement B I M: d is a 
~-instance of the typing statement A 3 M: r if there is some substitution S 
of types for type variables such that 

B(X) c S(4x)), for all x free in 44, and Sr E cr. 

We will show that every elementary applicative term M has a typing 
A 3 M: r~ such that all +-,-provable typings for M are s-instances of 
A 3 M: 0. It will follow that Lx . M has a c-principal type, i.e., a type o 
such that LX. M: T iff a~ r. We first demonstrate a connection between 
G -instances and type containment. 

LEMMA 2Q. Suppose {x, : p, ,..., x, : p,> 2 M: CJ is a G -instance of 
(.x,:p ,,..., x,:pL,}3M:z. Then 

Vs(p, + . . . ~~L,~t)~Vr(P,~...-,Pn~a) 

holds in all simple inference models, where we assume that both type 
expressions are closed by the quantification over r and s. 

Proof: Since the first typing statement is an instance of the second, 
there is a substitution S such that 

Pi c ai and ST c CT. 

Therefore, by repeated application of rule (arrow), we see that 

(SP,) + ... -(S~“)-,(Sz)~p,~...~p,~a. 
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Since Vs(pr + ... -+ pL, + r ) is contained in (Sp , ) -+ . . . + (Sp,) + (Sr ), we 
have 

VS(& + ... -+pL,+T)Cpl+...+pn-‘a, 

from which we derive the desired containment by quantifying over r (which 
do not appear free in the left-hand side as it is closed). 1 

A typing A 2 M: z for term M is c-principal if +-,A 2 M: r and 
whenever I-~ B I M: (r, the typing B 3 M: 0 is a s-instance of A 3 M: z. 

LEMMA 21. If M is an elementary applicative term, then M has a 
c-principal typing A 3 M: T. Furthermore, no type quant$ers appear in A 
or T. 

Proof Every elementary applicative term M has the form xM, . . . Mk, 
where M,, . . . . M, are elementary applicative terms, k > 0, and x does not 
appear in any of the subterms M,, . . . . Mk. We will show, by induction on 
k, that M has a quantifier-free s-principal typing of the form 

(x:s, -+ ... jsk~t}uA,...uAk3xM,...Mk:t, 

where each Ai 3 M;: si is a ~-principal typing of the same form, t is 
different from all the s,, and t does not appear in any Ai. 

The case k = 0 is relatively straightforward. To see that {x: t } 2x : t is 
E -principal, suppose {x: p} 2 x: 0 is any other provable typing for x. Let 
S be the substitution [a/t] of cr for t. Since p E 0, the typing {x: p} =) x: 0 
is an instance of (x: t } 3 x: t using substitution S. 

For k > 0, we assume we have &-principal typings 

(.u:s,~...~s,~,-rr}uA,u...uA,.,~xM,...M,_,:r, 
and 

Ak~Mk:sk. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that if some variable y appears 
in both Mk and some Mj with i < k, then y is assigned the same type in all 
of the relevant type assignments. This assumption is possible since we know 
that y must be applied to the same number of arguments in each subterm, 
and the type assigned to any variable depends only on the number of 
arguments to which it is applied (up to renaming of type variables). 
Therefore, we may assume that the same type has been used for all 
occurences of y. 

We show that {x:s,--,...js,-,t)uA,u...uA,~xM,...M,:t is 
~-principal, where t is fresh. Clearly this typing is +---,-provable and 
involves no type quantification. Let 

B1xM, . ..Mk. Vs.7 
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be provable, by a proof ending with rule (+E). By inspection of the I-Y~~ 
proof system, we know that this typing follows from provable typings 

B~xM,...M,~,:Vs.(a~T) and B~M,:trs.a. 

By the induction hypothesis, there is a substitution S such that 

and 

B(x) c S(s, -+ . . . + sk ~, + r), 

B(y)cS((A,u...uA,)(y)), all y # x free in M, 

Ss,cVs.a, 

SrGVs.(a+T). 

It is east to see that BIxM, . ..M.: Vs .t is an instance of 
{x:s,+.. +sk-+ ~uA,u...uA,~xM,...M,:t by the substition S, 
which differs from S only in that S1 t = Vs. t. The only nontrivial part is 
verifying that B(x) c S,(s, -+ .. . + sk -+ t). To see that this containment 
holds, note that 

Sr~vs~(o+r)E(Vs.a)+Vs~T, 

the second containment by the “distributivity” rule (dist). Since 

S,s,=Ss,cVs.a 

and S, t = Vs. T, we have 

Thus 

B(x)~S(s,~...~s,_,~r)c(Ss,)~...-,(Ss,-,)~(Sr) 

CS1(SI+...+Sk+t). 

This proves the lemma. 1 

THEOREM 22. Let M be a closed term of the form Ax. N, where N is an 
elementary applicative term. Then M has a Curry type scheme co with 
universal closure a = Vs. aO. Furthermore, t--,M: o iff the containment a G r 
holds in all simple inference models. 

Proof. If M is of the form Ilx. N described in the theorem then, by 
Lemma 21, there is a z-principal typing 

1x1: P,, . . . . xk:pk)xN:v 
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for N. Let (rO be the Curry type ,u, -+ ... + pk + v and let (T be the universal 
closure of go. By Lemma 20, we know that 0 is contained in any other 
t-,-provable typing for M. 1 

It is worth noting that there may be many s-principal types for a single 
term. For example, the two types 

vs, t( 2 + s + t) and Vt( t + Vs(s -+ t)) 

are both similar to the principal Curry type t + s -+ t for K = Ix, y. x. By 
the theorem above, the first is a c-principal type for K. In fact, both are 
principal since they denote the same set in any simple inference model. 

Many terms that are not of the form Ix. N as in the lemma may also be 
shown to have most general ks types. For example, the term AZ .z(Ax .x) 
has most general type Vs. ((Vt . t + t) -+ s) -+s. Note that this is not the 
universal closure of the principal type scheme ((t -+ t) + s) + s. 

The analogous theorem for + (with + replacing I--~ and “a G t in all 
models” replacing 0 z r over simple models) is false, as shown by the two 
c-provable typings for the untyped combinator S. Thus ks seems more 
likely to have principal type schemes than c. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 

We have developed a semantics for quantified types over arbitrary 
models of untyped lambda calculus. Inference models are a generalization 
of the ideal models of (MacQueen and Sethi, 1982; MacQueen, Plotkin, 
and Sethi, 1986), and a number of other examples of inference models are 
given in Section 3.5. We have proved completeness theorems for arbitrary 
inference models without empty types and the more specialized simple 
inference models. Completeness theorems for the quotient-set semantics of 
types follow as corollaries, as discussed in Section 4.4. We have also proved 
a completeness theorem for models that may have empty types, but it 
remains to prove a completeness theorem for the F-semantics, which is 
discussed briefly in Section 4.3 and more fully in, e.g., (Hindley, 1983a). 

It is not known whether pure typing assertions +A 1 M: G, or any 
significant fragment of pure typing that extends ML, is decidable. The 
containment-based inference rules provide an inductive characterization of 
typability and a bound on the lengths of proofs in a modified proof system. 
In addition, the containment-based rules reduce typability to a number of 
calculations involving containments and sets of types. Although certain 
terms have minimal types over all simple inference models, we do not know 
whether there is a fruitful notion of principal quantified type. The contain- 
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ment rules provide one approach to characterizing the set of types of a 
term, but it may be useful to investigate other possibilities. 

Some other directions for further investigations are to extend the seman- 
tics presented here to recursively defined types [cf. (MacQueen, Plotkin, 
and Sethi, 1986)] and to investigate the typing theories of various models, 
e.g., the continuous models D, and I’“. 
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